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Abstract: We consider how a vertex operator algebra can be extended to an abelian
intertwining algebra by a family of weak twisted modules which are simple currents
associated with semisimple weight one primary vectors. In the case that the exten-
sion is again a vertex operator algebra, the rationality of the extended algebra is
discussed. These results are applied to affine Kac-Moody algebras in order to con-
struct all the simple currents explicitly (except for E%) and to get various extensions
of the vertex operator algebras associated with integrable representations.

1. Introduction

Introduced in [B] and [FLM], vertex operator algebras are essentially chίral al-
gebras as formulated in [BPZ] and [MoS], and provide a powerful algebraic tool
for studying the general structure of conformal field theory. For a vertex operator
algebra V, one wishes to adjoin certain simple F-modules to get a larger algebraic
structure so that certain data such as fusion rules and braiding matrices are natu-
rally incorporated. The introduction of the notions of generalized vertex (operator)
algebra and abelian intertwining algebra in [DL] was made in this spirit. A sim-
ilar notion called vertex operator para-algebra was independently introduced and
studied in [FFR] with different motivations. Also see [M].

In this paper, we study how a vertex operator algebra can be extended to an
abelian intertwining algebra by a family of weak twisted modules which are sim-
ple currents associated with semisimple weight one primary vectors. In the case
that the extension is again a vertex operator algebra, we discuss the rationality
of the extended algebra. Applying these results to affine Kac-Moody algebras we
construct all the simple currents explicitly (except for E%) and get various ex-
tensions of the vertex operator algebras associated with integrable representations.

1 Supported by NSF grant DMS-9303374 and a research grant from the Committee on Research,
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2 Supported by NSF grant DMS-9401272 and a research grant from the Committee on Research,
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Many of the ideas discussed here are natural continuations of ideas discussed in
[DL] and [Li4]. Recently, it is shown in [Hua] that the extension of the moon-
shine module vertex operator algebra V^ [FLM] by TLi-twisted module forms an
abelian intertwining algebra, where such an extension is called a nonmeromorphic
extension.

Let G be a torsion group of automorphisms of V and g G G. A G-simple current
for a vertex operator algebra is an irreducible weak g-twisted module which gives a
bijection between the equivalence classes of irreducible weak /z-twisted modules and
the equivalence classes of irreducible weak gh-twisted modules under the "tensor
product" if h G G commutes with g. The theory of simple currents originated in
the papers [FG] and [SY]. A simple vertex operator algebra V is always a G-
simple current for any G. It is natural to expect that any simple current can be
deformed from V by introducing a new action. Via this principle, a class of simple
currents are constructed in the present paper. Let t/(F[l]) be the universal en-
veloping algebra of the Lie algebra V\\\ = V ®<C[t,Γl]/D(V ®<C[t9t~

1]) defined
in [Li3] (for more detail see Sect. 2) and let Δ(z) G ί/(F[l]){z} satisfy condi-
tions (2.13)-(2.16) below. Then for any weak /z-twisted K-module (M, YM( 9z))9

we show that (M, ¥$( ,z)) := (M, YM(Δ(z) ,z)) is a weak ^-twisted F-module
where h is any automorphism of V of finite order which commutes with g and
is not necessarily in G. If A(z) G U(VG\\\) (VG is the space of G-invariants
of F) is invertible and h G G, then M is isomorphic to a tensor product mod-
ule of M with V and thus V is a G-simple current. There is a simple way to
construct such A(z) associated to any weight one primary vector α of V whose
component operator α(0) is semisimple on V. The corresponding automorphism
of V is given by e2πία(°). These results have been obtained in [Li4] in the case
that 0 = 1 .

This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we recall the definitions of weak
twisted modules from [D2] and [FFR] and of intertwining operators among weak
twisted modules from [FHL] and [X] using the language of formal variables. We
present a notion of tensor product of two weak twisted modules in terms of uni-
versal mapping properties and relate the fusion rules (which are the dimensions
of the space of intertwining operators of certain types) to the dimensions of cer-
tain spaces of homomorphisms of weak twisted modules. For certain elements A(z)
in t/(F[l]){z} associated to an automorphism g of V of finite order we show
how a weak /^-twisted module can be deformed to a weak 0/j-twisted module
if the automorphism h commutes with g. We discuss the relations among this
deformation, the intertwining operators and tensor product. It turns out that the
deformation of V is always a simple current. Such A(z) are constructed for semisim-
ple primary vectors of V of weight one. These results are interpreted in the the-
ory of vertex operator algebras associated with even lattices at the end of this
section.

Section 3 deals with the extension of a simple vertex operator algebra by a fam-
ily of simple currents constructed from semisimple primary vectors of weight one.
We begin with a finite dimensional subspace H of V\ which contains all semisim-
ple vectors, and a lattice L contained in H such that the component operators α(0)
(α G L) have only rational eigenvalues on V. We show that the direct sum U of all
the deformations of V by using A(z) associated with α G L is a generalized vertex
algebra in the sense of [DL]. Then there is an even sublattice L0 such that the cor-
responding deformation of V is isomorphic to V. We then prove that the quotient
U of U modulo the isomorphic relations has a structure of abelian intertwining
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algebra. This section is technically complicated, involving the abelian cohomology
of abelian groups introduced by Eilenberg-MacLane. We refer the reader to [DL]
for the definition of abelian intertwining algebras and related terminology.

In Sect. 4 we discuss the rationality of a simple vertex operator algebra
V — 00GG V9 which is graded by a finite abelian group G satisfying certain
conditions. Such vertex operator algebras arise naturally in Sect. 3 and in [DL].
Under a mild assumption we show how the rationality of K° implies the rationality
of V. In particular, if G consists of automorphisms constructed from semisimple
primary weight one vectors, the assumption always holds. In Sect. 5 we apply the
results obtained in the previous sections to affine algebras. After discussing sim-
ple currents for the vertex operator algebras associated to integrable representations
and which are related to the work of [FG], we obtain various extensions of these
vertex operator algebras by simple currents. Another result in this section is about
the representations of these algebras. Under the assumption that certain elements in
the Heisenberg subalgebra of a given affine algebra act nilpotently on a weak mod-
ule for the vertex operator algebra we show the complete reducibility of this weak
module3. In particular, this shows that any irreducible weak module is a standard
module.

We thank J. Fuchs and A.N. Schellekens for valuable comments.

2. Simple Currents and Twisted modules

In this section we first recall the definitions of twisted modules (cf. [D2 and FFR])
and intertwining operators among twisted modules (cf. [FHL and X]). We then
discuss how a weak module for a vertex operator algebra V can be deformed to
a twisted module by using certain elements in the vector space of formal power
series with coefficients in the universal enveloping algebra £/(F[l]) of K[l] which
is defined below. In general, we exhibit the deformation of intertwining operators
among weak F-modules to intertwining operators among weak twisted modules. We
also apply these results to vertex operator algebras associated with even positive-
definite lattices. The ideas and techniques used in this section derive from those
in [Li4].

Let (F, Y, 1, ω) be a vertex operator algebra (cf. [B, FHL and FLM]) and let g
be an automorphism of V of finite order T. Then V is a direct sum of eigenspaces
of g:

r= Θ r,

where Vr = {v <E V\gυ = e2πir/τv}. (We abuse notation and use r e {0, 1, . . . , T - 1}
to denote both an integer and the corresponding residue class.) Following [D2 and
FFR], a weak ^-twisted module M for V is a vector space equipped with a linear
map

V -> (EndM){z} ,

υ ̂  YM(v,z) = Σ Vnz~n~l (υn e EndM)
«GQ

(where for any vector space W, we define W {z} to be the vector space of ^Γ-valued
formal series in z, with arbitrary complex powers of z) satisfying the following

3 This assumption has been removed recently in [DLM1].
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conditions for u, v € V, w e M, and r 6 Z/ΓZ:

YM(V,Z)= Σ o-z"""1 f o r m e r ; (2.1)
»ef+z

t>{W = 0 for / € Q sufficiently large (2.2)

JM(!,Z) = 1 (2.3)

*6-'*(^

-ΠT V W

if w e Fr;

[L(m),Z(w)] = (m - n)L(m + /ι) + — (w3 - m)^w+W)0(rank F)

for m,« G Z, where

L(Λ) - ωn+l for /z G Z, i.e., 7M(ω,z) - £ Z(«)z-M-2

, l)f,z) . (2.5)
dz

This completes the definition. We denote this module by (M, YM} (or briefly by M).

Remark 2.1. If a weak 0-twisted F-module M further is a C-graded vector space:

M = II Af A ,

such that for each λ G C,
dimM t < oo

M1+« - 0

for n G Z sufficiently small, and

L(0)w = ww = (wίw)w for w G Mn (n G C) ,

we call M a 0-twisted K-module.

A weak 1 -twisted F-module M is called a wαλ: V -module and a 1 -twisted
F-module is called a V -module. A g-homomorphism f from a weak ^-twisted F-
module M to another weak 0-twisted F-module W is a linear map f : M ̂  W
such that

for all w G F. We denote the space of all 0-homomorphisms from M to W by
Honi0(M, W). A g-isomorphism is a bijective 0-homomorphism.

Next we shall define intertwining operators among weak #£ -twisted modules
(Mk,YMk) for k =1,2, 3, where ^ are commuting automorphisms of order Tk

(cf. [X]). In this case V decomposes into the direct sum of common eigenspaces

V = 0 γ(hM 9

71,72
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where
= J*Vk/Tk9k = 1,2} .

An intertwining operator of type [M

M3

M ] associated with the given data is a

linear map

MI -> (Hom(M2,M3)){z} ,

w ̂  <8f(w,z) = Σ Wnz~n~l (2.6)
«e<C

such that for wl G M/ (/ = 1,2), fixed c G C and « G Q sufficiently large

wό+X = 0 (2.7)

the following (generalized) Jacobi identity holds on M2:for « e γ(h,h) ancj w g
Ml,

/
/ V Z0

(2.8)
z0

and

4- &(w,z) = <3f(L(-l)w,z) , (2.9)
az

where />(—!) is the operator acting on M\.
The intertwining operators of type [M

Mlf ] associated with prescribed data

clearly form a vector space, which we denote by ̂ ^ We set

(2.10)

These numbers are called the fusion rules associated with the algebra, modules and

auxiliary data. It is easy to observe that if N^M2 >0 then #3 = g\g2 (see [X]).
Thus we shall assume this relation in the following discussion.

The fusion rules have certain symmetry properties. Our next goal is to show

that NM*MI = NMΪM2

 Let ̂  be an intertwining operator of type [M^J. We define
a linear map

M2^(Hom(Mι,M3)){z}

w H* ^(w^) = Σ Wnz~"~l (2.11)
«ec

by the skew-symmetry

β^Oi^zy - ezL(-^(w\e±πίz)w2 (2.12)

for w* G Mi, where /(w1,^1^) - Σ^c^^"""1^^"1-
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Lemma 2.2. (1) The operator %/±( ,z) is an intertwining operator of type
\ M3 1
LΛ/2 M! J '

(2) Each of the two maps ®J ι— » ̂  is a linear isomorphism from i^M2 to

. In particular

Proof. (1) The relation (2.7) is clear. In order to prove (2.9) for (^±(w2,z) we
first observe from (2.8) that

[L(-\\ ®(w\z)]

Thus we have the following calculation:

d + 9 ι d u M_^^±/w2^z\wl _ _ezL(-\)^/.

dz ' Jz

The proof of Proposition 2.2.2 of [G] provides (as a special case) a proof of the
Jacobi identity (2.8) for 7M.(w,zι) and ̂ r±(w2,z2).

(2) An easy verification shows that (^+)~ = 9 for any ̂  e ^fM2 The iso-

morphism between i^MM and ̂ / is now clear. D

Next we formulate the notion of tensor product M\ Ξ M2 of M\ and M2: it is a
weak #3 -twisted F-module defined by a universal mapping property. See [Li3 and
HL1-HL2] for the definition of tensor product of (ordinary) weak modules.

Definition 2.3. A tensor product for the ordered pair (M\,M2) is a pair (M,F( ,z))
consisting of a "weak g^-twisted V-module M and an intertwining operator F( ,z)

°f tyPe (Λ/M ) su°h ^at the following universal property holds: for any weak

g^-twisted V-module W and any intertwining operator I( ,z) of type (M

W

M ) ,

there exists a unique V-homomorphism ψ from M to W such that I( ,z) —
ι/f oF( ,z). (Here ψ extends canonically to a linear map from M{z} to W{z}.)

The following proposition is a direct consequence of the definition and
Lemma 2.2.

Proposition 2.4. Let (M,F( ,z)) be a tensor product of M\ and M2.

(1) For any weak #3-twisted V-module MS, the space Hom^3(M,M3) is linearly

isomorphic to ^Jμ/2

(2) The pair (M,F±( ,z)) is a tensor product of M2 and M\. In particular,
the tensor product is commutative up to isomorphism.

(3)Ifgι^l and M\ = V then M is isomorphic to M2. That is, V\EiM2= M2.
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Let V be a vertex operator algebra and g an automorphism of V of order T.
We recall from [DLM2] the Lie algebra

v\g] = 01 (vl ®f/TC[t,rl]/D( 01 (v* Θf^Cfcr1

1=0 V V i=o

associated with V and g, with bracket

ί=o

where Z) = L(-l) <8> 1 + ^01 and u(m) is the image of u <g> Γ in F[0]. Then
F°[l] is a Lie subalgebra of both V[l] and F[#], and F[#] acts on any weak
g-twisted F-module.

Let A(z) G £/(F[l]){z} satisfy the following conditions:

zTΔ(z)a G V[z9z~l] for a G Vj (2.13)

Λ(z)l = 1 (2.14)

[L(-l),J(z)] = -^J(z); (2.15)

+z0)β,zo)Λ(z2) = J(z2)7(α,z0) for any a G K . (2.16)

Let G(V,g) be the set of all A(z) satisfying the conditions (2.13)-(2.16). Define
GQ(V9g) to be those A(z) in G(V,g) which are invertible. The following lemma is
obvious:

Lemma 2.5. (I) Let Aι(z),A2(z) G G(V,g). Then Aι(z)A2(z) G G(V,g2}. In par-
ticular G(V, 1) is a semigroup with \άv G G(V9 1).

(2) If A(z) G G(V,g) has an inverse Δ~\z} G C/(K[l]){z}.

From now on we fix two commutative automorphisms g and h of F of order
S and Γ respectively. The following result generalizes the corresponding results in
[Li4] with g = h=l.

Lemma 2.6. Let (M, YM( ,z)) fte α weak h-twisted V-module and Λ(z) G G(V,g\
Set M =M and Y^( ,z) - 7M(/l(z) ,z). ΓAew (M, Y^( ,z)) w Λ weak gh-
twisted V-module.

Proof. First, (2.14) implies that ζj(l,z) = Id^. Second, it is easy to see that (2.15)
implies that Ϋ^(L(-l)a9z) = £Yu(a9z) for any a G V. Let a G F^ and Z> G K.
Then we have

z0-'<5
zo

YM(A(Z2)b,z2)YM(A(zl)a,zl)

*2
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^2

—/

( \ ~S~ /
1 0 1 ζ I 1 **υ \ / **^ ' **υ \ T7" /T7V Λ /

~~z J V~ }\~z ) YM(Y(A(Z2

~ Z2 ( ) ^ ( ) YM(.A(z2)7(β,Zo)&,z2). (2.17)
V Z2 / \ Z2 /

Thus (M, 1̂ ( ,z)) is a weak g/z-twisted F-module. D

We shall use the notation Vh for the /z-fixed-point vertex operator subalgebra of
V for an automorphism h.

Lemma 2.7. (1) Assume that g commutes with each #/. Let A(z) G G(V9l,g\ let
Mi (i — 1,2,3) be weak grtwίsted V-modules and I( ,z) an intertwining operator
°f tyPe (M*M )• Then ϊ( ,z) — I(Δ(z) ,z) is an intertwining operator of type

(2) Let A(z) G G(V,g) and let ψ be a h-homomorphism from W to M. Then
ψ is a gh-homomorphism from W to M.

(3) Let A(z)e G(V9,\) be such that (V,Y(Δ(z) ,z) is isomorphίc to the
adjoint module (F, 7( ,z)). Then there is a nonzero homomorphίsm of weak g-
twisted modules from (M,YM( ,z)) to (M,YM(A(z) ,z))/or any weak g-twisted
V-module (M, YM( ,^)) Moreover, if A(z) G G°(V9,1), any such homomorphism
is an isomorphism.

Proof. The proof of (1) is similar to that of Lemma 2.6 and we omit details. (2) is
a special case of (1) with M\ = F,M2 = W and A/3 = M. It remains to show (3).
Clearly YM( ,z) is an intertwining operator of type (^). By Lemma 2.2, there

is a nonzero intertwining operator of type (^) Now by (1) there is a nonzero

intertwining operator of type (^), which yields a nonzero intertwining operator

of type (MV) by hypothesis. Consequently there is a nonzero intertwining operator

/( ,z) of type (^) by Lemma 2.2 once more. Now /(l,z) is the desired nonzero
homomorphism. The other assertions are clear. D

Proposition 2.8. Let (W,F( ,z)) be a tensor product of a weak g \-twisted module
M\ and a weak g2-twisted module M2 and assume that g commutes with each gt.
Then if A(z) G GP(Vβί

9g)9(W,F( ,z)) is a tensor product of the pair (Mι,M2).

Proof. First by Lemma 2.7 (1), we have an intertwining operator F( ,z) =

F(A(z) ,z) of type (M

W^ ). Let M be a weak 0#ι02-twisted K-module and let

/( ,z) be any intertwining operator of type (M

M^ ). Then I(A(z)~l ,z) is an in-

tertwining operator of type (M

M

M ), where (M, Y^( ,z)) = (M, 7M(^(z)-1 ,z)).

By the universal property of (W,F( ,z)), there is a unique g\g2-homomorphism
ψ from W to M such that /( ,z) = ψ oF( ,z). By Lemma 2.7 (2), ψ is a g\g2-
homomorphism from W to M. Since A(z)u only involves finitely many terms, we
have: /( ,z) = ψoF( ,z). It is easy to check the uniqueness, so that the proof
is complete. D
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Corollary 2.9. Let M be a weak h-twisted V-module and let Δ(z) G G°(Vh,g).
Then M is isomorphίc to the tensor product module of M with V.

Proof. It is easy to observe that (M,F( ,z)) is a tensor product of M and V where
F( ,z) is the transpose intertwining operator of YM( ,z) (also see Proposition 2.4
(3)). By Proposition 2.8, (M,F( ,z)) is a tensor product of M and V. D

Remark 2.10. In the situation of Corollary 2.9 with g — h = 1, M is defined as
the tensor product of M with V in the physics literature (cf. [MaS]). Corollary 2.9
asserts that this formulation coincides with our axiomatic notion of tensor product
in this special case.

Definition 2.11. Let V be a vertex operator algebra and G a torsion group of
automorphisms of V. We denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible weak
h-twisted modules by lπh(V)for h G G. For convenience we write Irr(F) = Irrι(F).
An irreducible weak g-twisted V-module M for g G G is called a G-simple current
if the tensor functor "M \Σ\ " is a bijection from lnch(V) to Irrgh(V) for any
h G G which commutes with g. A \-simple current (G — 1) is called a simple
current.

Clearly, a G-simple current M G Irr(K) acts on Irrh(V) for h G G as a permutation
via the tensor product M CEO for any h.

Proposition 2.12. For any Δ(z) G GQ(VG,g),(V, Y(Δ(z) ,z)) is a G-simple current
if V is a simple vertex operator algebra.

Proof. By Corollary 2.9 for any weak /z-twisted module M,M = (M, YM(Δ(z) ,z)
is isomorphic to the tensor product of M with (F, Y(A(z) ,z)), and M is isomor-
phic to the tensor product of M with (F, Y(A(z)~l ,z)). Thus if M is irreducible
so is M, V ι-> V ΞM being a bijection from Iπh(V) to Irr^(F). D

Conjecture 2.13. Let V be a vertex operator algebra and G a group of automor-
phisms of finite order of V. Define V to be the direct sum of all G-simple currents
of V. Then V is an abelian intertwining algebra in the precise sense of [DL].

In the next section we will prove this conjecture in some special cases.
Let V be a vertex operator algebra and let α G V satisfying the following con-

ditions:

L(n)u = δntQθL9 α(«)α = δΛt\yl for any n G 7L+ , (2.18)

where γ is a fixed complex number. Notice that α in (2.18) is a primary vector of
weight one. Furthermore, we assume that α(0) acts semisimply on V with rational
eigenvalues. It is clear that e2π/α(°) is an automorphism of V. If the denominators
of all eigenvalues of α(0) are bounded, then e2π/α(°) ίs of finite order. Define

/ oo ~(k\ \ 2 ,αf(n

Δ(a,z) - zα(0)exp ί £ -^τ(~zΓk } Ξ U(Ve [!]){*} . (2.19)

Recall the following proposition from [Li2].

Proposition 2.14. Let τ be a finite-order automorphism of V such that τα — α
and let (M,YM( ,z)) be any τ-twisted V-module. Then (M, 7(zl(α,z) ,z)) is a
σ^τ-twisted weak V-module, where σα = e~2π/α(0).
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The main part of the proof of Proposition 2.14 in [Li2] is to establish that
J(α,z) satisfies the condition (2.16).

We end this section by discussing an example, namely vertex operator algebras
associated with even positive-definite lattices. Let L be a positive definite rational
lattice with form { , ), let LQ be an even sublattice of L and let V = VL^ be the vertex
operator algebra constructed in [B and FLM]. For any β £ L, Vβ+ιQ is a twisted VLQ-

module for the inner automorphism σβ — e~2^m (see [DM and Le]). It is easy to
see that Vβ+ι0 is isomorphic to the adjoint module VLQ if and only if β G LQ.

Proposition 2.15. Let β e L Then as a σβ-twisted module, (VL^ Y(A(β,z) ,z)) is
isomorphic to VLQ+β.

Proof. First, since A(β,z) is invertible and VLo is a simple vertex operator algebra,
it follows from Proposition 2.12 that (Pi0,7(Zl(β,z) ,z)) is an irreducible weak
σβ-twisted VLO -module. For any α G H — C ®z LQ, we have:

A(β,z)<* = Λ(jS,z)α(-l)l = α + z-^βα) (2.20)

Let ψ be the algebra automoφhism of U ( V L Q [ l ] ) such that ψ(Y(a,z)) = Y(A(β,z)
a,z) for a E VLQ. Then we have:

^(α(n)) = α(Λ) + 5n >o(Aα> f o r α e # , f l e Z . (2.21)

Then the action of ψ(H(Q)) on VLQ is also semisimple with LQ + β as the set of H-
weights and VLQ is still a completely reducible module for the Heisenberg algebra

ψ(ίf). It follows from the classification result [Dl] that (VLo,Y(A(β,z) ,z)) is
isomorphic to

Let P be the dual lattice of L. Then Vβ+LQ is a ^ -module if β <E P. It is
proved in [Dl] that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the equivalence classes
of irreducible modules for VLQ and the cosets of P/LQ. More specifically, Vp is the
direct sum of all inequivalent irreducible J£0 -modules:

»ί> = *£o+ft Θ...ΘfW, (2 22)

where A: = \P/LQ\. For the vertex operator algebra VLQ, intertwining operators are
explicitly constructed and fusion rules are calculated in [DL]. Moreover, it is es-
tablished in [DL] that Vp is an abelian intertwining algebra.

For any fixed β G L, we consider all the irreducible σ^-twisted J^0 -modules. It
was essentially proved [Dl] that any irreducible σ^-twisted ^0 -module is isomorphic
to Vβ+β.+iQ for some 1 ̂  / ̂  k. It follows from Proposition 2.15 that all irreducible
σ^-twisted J/,0 -modules can be obtained as (VLQ,Y(A(γ,z) ,z)) for y G //, so that
by Proposition 2.12 all irreducible σ^-twisted VLO -modules are simple currents.

3. Abelian Intertwining Algebras

In this section we consider extensions of a vertex operator algebra V, whose weight
one subspaces is nonzero, by incorporating certain twisted modules. The correspond-
ing twist elements are automorphisms e2πih®\ where h G V\ is a primary vector and
Λ(0) acts semisimply on V. (There should be no confusion between h in Sect. 2-an
automorphism of V, and h in this section-an element in V\.) We prove that such
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an extension is a generalized vertex operator algebra and that the quotient space
modulo isomorphic relations is an abelian intertwining algebra in the sense of Dong
and Lepowsky [DL]. We refer the reader to [DL] for the definitions of generalized
vertex operator algebras and of abelian intertwining algebras. In this section we
assume that V is a simple vertex operator algebra.

Let h G V satisfy condition (2.18), that is, L(n)h — δn^h and h(n)h = δnt\y\ for
some fixed complex number 7. For any s G Q, set

(3.1)

Then we have:

\-yst

for s,t G Q (cf. formula (4.3.1) of [FLM]).
Let us recall some elementary results from [Li4].

Lemma 3.1. Let h G Vι such that (2.18) holds. Then for any a G V9

/ 00

= exp £l^(-z)*) , (3.3)
\ j fc=l k

f oo h(—k
-i) = exp Σίϋ_^zΊ , (3.4)

\t=ι Λ

-/*,z2 +zO , (3.5)

E-(h9zl)Y(a9z2)E-(-h9zl) = Y(A(-h,z2-Zl)A(h,z2)a,z2). D (3.6)

Let H be a finite-dimensional subspace of V\ satisfying the following conditions:

L(n)h = δn,Qh, h(n)ti = (h,h'}δnΛ\ for n G Z+,λ,A' G H , (3.7)

where ( , ) is assumed to be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on H. Then
we may identify H with its dual //*. We also assume that for any h G //,/z(0) acts
semisimply on V. Then

V = 0 F(0'α), where K(0'α) = {u e K|A(0)ι/ - (α,Λ)w for A G H} . (3.8)
αE#

Let L be a lattice in H such that for each α €L,α(0) has rational eigenvalues
on V. From now on, we assume that there is a positive integer T such that the
eigenvalues of Γα(0) on V are integers. One can show that this holds if V is
finitely generated. Let G be the group of automorphisms of V generated by e2π*α(°)
for α e L. Then G is an abelian torsion group. Note that A(a,z) G G°(FG,σα) and
(F,7(zl(α,z) ,z)) is a G-simple current by Proposition 2.12 where σα = e~2π/α(0).

For any a e L and for any weak F-module (M,YM( ,z)), we have a weak
σα-twisted module

(M^\ YΛ( ,z)) - (M, 7M(zl(α,z) ,z)).
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This yields a linear isomoφhism ^α from M(α) onto M such that

ψΛ(YΛ(a,z)u) = 7(Λ(α,z)α,zWrα(ιO for a e K, u 6 M(α) . (3.9)

For α = 0, we may choose ψo = id^/.
Set £7 = 0αeL F(α). For α, β e Z, we have a linear isomoφhism ψ^\ψβ from

onto V^~^ satisfying the following condition:

α,z)fl,z)^- /ί(«) for α 6 F,« € ^ . (3.10)

Then we may extend ψx to an automorphism of U such that

ψ,(Yβ(a,zyu) = Yβ+a(Δ(oι,z)a,z)ψa(u) for α € r,« 6 Γ(α) . (3.11)

Then it is easy to see that ψa+β — Ψ<*ψβ for any α, jβ € L. In other words, ψ gives
rise to a representation of L on U.

By a simple calculation we get:

. (3.12)

Lemma 3.2. For απj α G L, A G //, we Aαt e

M(Λ) = A(/ι)^« + 5 l l,o{α,A> forneZ, (3.13)

M(A^)=^Λ>^(A^)^«, (3-14)

^e^-1 V-αβ-^-^ - £-(α,z) . (3.15)

Proof. By definition, we get ^(A,z)α = α + z~1(α,λ)l. Then (3.13) is clear and
(3.14) follows from (3.13). By (3.11) and (3.12) we get:

^α£(-l) = (Z(-l) + α(-l))^. (3.16)

Thus ψte^-Vil/ϊ1 = e^-i)+«(-i)). Then (3.15) easily follows from Lemma 3.1.
D

For any α G L, h e //, we define:

F^ - {w e F(α)|^(0)w = (A7, A + α)κ for hf e H} . (3.17)

Then by Lemma 3.2 we have:

for heH . (3.18)

Let P = {A e7/|F(M)φO}. As F is simple it is easy to prove that P is a
subgroup of /f (cf. [LX]). Let A = L x P be the product group. We define:

- -(αι,α2) - <αι,λ2> - <α2,λι> G Z/2Z , (3.19)

C((αι,λι),(α2,Λ2)) - e^ W-foMy*1 e C* (3.20)
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for any (α z,/l/) ζA9i = 1,2. Then ? / ( • , • ) and C( , ) satisfy the following con-
ditions:

η(a, b) = η(b, a\ η(a + b,c) = η(a, c) + η(b, c) , (3.2 1 )

C(a,a) = 1, C(α,i) = CίMΓ1, C(α + 6,c) = C(a,c)C(b,c) (3.22)

for α, &, c G G. C( , ) will be our commutator map later.

Definition 3.3. For u G V^\v G V(β\a,β e L9 we define Ya(u9z)v G ¥(θί+^{z} as
follows:

YΛ(u,z)v - ̂ _β_^-(α,z)7(^α J(j8,z)«,z)zl(α, -z)^(^) . (3.23)

Set [/ = 0αel F
(α). Then this defines a map 7( ,z) from U to (End(t/)){z>

via Y(u9z) = YΛ(u9z) for w G F(α). Notice that for any ueV(oί>hl\v£V(β>hι\ Y(u,z)ve

Proposition 3.4. The following L(—\)-derίυαtίve property holds:

Y(L(-\)u9z)v = ^-Y(u9z)v (3.24)
αz

/or αwjμ u, v G t/.

/ Let α,^S G L and let u G F<α>,ϋ G V(β\ Then

(3.25)

Note that (3.16) is equivalent to

[<Aα,A-l)] = α(-l>Aα.

From (2.8) with u = α(— 1) 1, which is σ/^ -invariant for any /z G //, we have

oo /-1\

E ((-z)'α(-l - ι)y(w,z) + z-1-'r(W>z)α(ι))
, =o i

ι=0

where

α(z)~ =
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Thus

z)ψβ(v)

-z)ψβ(υ)

-z)ψβ(υ) .

Now from (2.15) and Proposition 2.15 we obtain

D

Theorem 3.5. For any u G F(αΉt> G V^h2\w G 7(^\a9β,y G L9hι9h2,h3 eP9

we have the following generalized Jacobi identity.

Z9 - Zi
- C((α, hλ\(β,h2))z-lδ 1 - ί

V -z0

Z2

 l

(3.26)

Moreover, (U,l9co,Y9T9A9η( , )9C( , )) is a generalized vertex algebra in the
sense of [DL].

Proof. By (3.21), (3.22) and Proposition 3.4 all the axioms in the definition of a
generalized vertex algebra (Chapter 9 of [DL]) hold except the Jacobi identity. By
Definition 3.3 and Lemma 3.1 together with the relation (3.14) we have:

α,Z! )Y(A(β + y,Z! )<fe H,ZI )J(α, -̂  )

E~(Λ9zl)E-(β9z2)Y(A(β9zl-Z2)A(γ9zl)ιl/otu9zl)

Y(A(u9 -zi + z2)A(γ9z2)ψβv,z2)A(a9 -z{ )A(β9 -z2)ψy w
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,Zί - z2)A(γ,zl)φau,zl)

• Y(Δ(ai, -zi + z2)A(y,z2)ψβv,z2)A(a, -z, )Δ(β, -z2)φγ w . (3.27)

Symmetrically,

a2 —a-β-γ

• E-(a,z,)E-(β,z2)Y(A(ΰί,z2-zl)A(γ,z2)ψβv,z2)

• Y(A(β,-z2+zl)A(y,zl)^u,z{)A(a,-zl)A(β,-z2)ιl/yW. (3.28)

Since
β(0)A(γ,Zl)ιl/Λu = A(γ9zι)β(0)\l/Λu = (β,

we see that (z\ — Z2)~^h^ Δ(β,z\ — Z2)A(y,z\)\l/Λ u involves only integral powers of
(z\ — z2). Similarly, (z\ — Z2)~^h^A(a, — z\ + z2)A(γ,Z2)ψβV involves only integral
powers of (z\ — z2). Using properties of (5-functions (cf. [FLM]) we see that

Y(u,Zl)Y(v,z2)W

• Y(Δ(a, -z0)A(γ,z2)ψβv,z2)A(aί, -z, )J(ft -z2)ψΎ w , (3.29)

and that

Y(v,z2)Y(u,z})w

«-a-β-γ

(α,Z2 - Zl)A(γ,z2)φβv,z2)

Y(Δ(β, ~z2 + z, )Λ(y,z, )̂ α M.ZI )/J(α, -Zl )J(/Ϊ, -z2)^ w
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/ , \

• — - - -zo /

Y(A(x, -

(β,hι)

. (330)

Thus

_ _

- C((α, AOΛβΛz)) -
-z0

). (3.31)

On the other hand,

(oι 4- )8, -

(α H- j S , z 2 ) ^ _ α _ ^ ~

a ι/,z0)J(α, -

α'7

L 4- j8, -
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= (z2 + zo)<« ">zf 'r)z<αj)£-(α + β,z2)E-(a,z0 + z2)E~(-oc,z2)φ^β^

• Y(A(y,z2)Y(A(β,z0)φau,z0)A(a,-z0)φβϋ,z2)

• z-α(0)(z2 + z0)
α(0)£+(α,z2 )£+(-«, *2 + z0)Λ(α + β, -z2)φγ w

= (z2 + z0)^Z2

β'y}zf'β}E-(β,z2)E-(a,z0 + z2)φ-a-β_v

α, -zϋ)φβv,z2)

Y(Y(A(γ,z2+z0)A(β,zϋ)ψaιu,z0)A(γ,z2)A(cί,-z0)\l/βV,Z2)

Hence

(Z2

Y(Y(Δ(y,z2

-z2^^

-1 x I Ί ~ ί° I /= z ' c 5 —— (z2

. (3.33)

The generalized Jacobi identity (3.26) now follows immediately. D

Next we shall extend certain F-modules to modules for U considered as a
generalized vertex algebra via Theorem 3.5. Let M be an irreducible F-module (with
finite-dimensional homogeneous subspaces). Since [L(0),/*(())] = 0 for any h G H,
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H preserves each homogeneous subspace of M so that there exist O φ w G M9λ G H*
such that h(0)u = λ(h)u for h G H. Since // acts semisimply on V (by assumption)
and u generates M by V (from the irreducibility of M), H also acts semisimply on
M. For any A G H*9 we define

M(M) = {u G Af |A(0)κ = λ(A)M for h G //}. (3.34)

Set
P(M) = {λ<Ξ /Γ|M(M)ΦO} . (3.35)

Since M is irreducible, P(M) is an irreducible P(F)-set. Thus L x P(M) is an irre-
ducible (L x P(K))-set. Suppose that for any α G Z,,α(0) te rational eigenvalues
on M. Let A0 G P(Af ) be any //-weight of M. Then P(M) = λQ + P(F). By using
a basis of L, we see that there is a positive integer A^ such that (/lo,α) G ̂ Z for
any α G £. Therefore

{/L, α) G -ί Z for any λ G P(M), α G L . (3.36)
Y/C

Using formula (3.19) we extend the definition of η( 9 ) to (L x P(M)) x (L x
P(M)) with values in ^Z.

Recall that (M(α), 7α( ,z)) is a weak σα-twisted F-module for any α G L. Set
FT = 0αGLM^α>. For α G F(α>, u G Af^>,α, j8 G Z, we define ίV(α,z)w G M^α+^{z}
as follows:

Fr(α,z)W = ψ-a-βE-(κ,z)YM(ιj,xA(β,z)a,z)A(<x, -z)ψβ(u) . (3.37)

Then the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.5 shows that for any a G
γ(*>>Ί\b G F<fc*2),K G Af^A3)9 where α, β 7 G Z,Aι,A 2 G P,A3 e P(Af), we have:

Z0

-Z
- C((α,

ZQ

(3.38)

Then we have:

Theorem 3.6. (W9Yψ) is a module for the generalized vertex algebra U in the
sense of [DL].

In view of Proposition 2.15, it is possible that various F(α) in U may be V-
isomorphic to each other. Next we shall reduce U to a smaller space U such that
the multiplicity of any σα-twisted F-module F(α)(α G L) is one, and U is an abelian
intertwining algebra in the sense of [DL] rather than a generalized vertex algebra.

Set

LO = {α G L\σΛ = idF, F(α) ~ V} . (3.39)
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Lemma 3.7. Let α, β G L Then σα = σβ and F(α) is isomorphίc to V^ as a weak
σ^-twisted V -module if and only if α — β G LQ.

Proof. Suppose that σα = σβ and F(α) is isomorphic to V^ as a weak σα-twisted

F-module. Let φ be a F-isomorphism from F(α) onto V^\ Then \l/βφψ_β is a linear

isomorphism from F(α~^ onto V such that

ψβφψ-β(Y(a9z)u) = Y(A(β,z)A(-β,Z)a9z)ψβφψ-β(u) = Y(a,z)ψβφψ_β(u) (3.40)

for any a G V,u G F(α~^. Then by definition, α - β G L0

On the other hand, suppose that α — β G L0 for some α, /? G L. Since σα__/? — id^,

we have σα = σ^. Let ψ be a F-isomorphism from F(α~^ onto F. Then ψ-

is a linear isomorphism from F(α) onto F(^ satisfying the condition:

= Yβ(A(-β,z)A(β,z)a,z)^βψψβu = Yβ(a,z)ψ-βιl/ψβu (3.41)

for any a G F. Then F(α) is F-isomorphic to V^\ The proof is complete. D

For any α, β G ^o, by definition we have F(α) ~ F ~ F(^}. From Lemma 3.7,
α — /? G LQ. Thus ZQ is a sublattice of L.

Lemma 3.8. LQ is an even sublattice such that LQ C P Π P°, vv/z^re P° /51 the dual
lattice of P.

Proof. Let α G L0. Then e2π/α(°) = ίd^ if and only if α(0) has integral eigenvalues
on F. This proves α e P°. From (3.13), we obtain:

(3.42)

α(0) + (W} Ψ« (3.43)

Then (3.42) implies that P(F(α)) = -α + P. Since F(α) is F-isomoφhic to F,P
= P(F(α)). Thus α G P . Let u£ F(0'^ for /I G P. Then from (3.43) the 1(0)-
weight of ψ-a(u) G F(α) is wt u + (α,A) + ^{α,α}. In particular, the L(0)-weight

of ιA-α(l) ^ F(α) is £{α,α). Thus (α,α) G 2Z. The proof is complete. D

Let α G LO and let πα be a fixed F-isomorphism from F(α) onto F. If α = 0,
we choose UQ = iάγ. For any β 6 Z, considering the following composition map:

> 7 _, -α , (3.44)

we obtain a linear isomorphism / = ι/fα_βπαι/^_α from F^ onto F^~α). Then

/(7(Λ,z)ι/) = 7(J(α - /?,z)J(/f - α,*χ*)/(ιO - 7fez)/(w) (3.45)

for any α G F,M G F(^\ Then we define an endomorphism /α of L^ as follows:

fΛu = ^<α^-α)πVα-^α^-α(w) for w G V(β} C C7 . (3.46)
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Since \fo = idy9 we have /α|F(α) = πα. Then we may use πα to denote the linear
isomorphism /α of U without any confusion. It is easy to see that πα satisfies the
following condition:

πα(7(Λ,z)κ) = 7(α,z)πα(w) for a G F, u G U . (3.47)

Lemma 3.9. For any α G Z/o, β £ //, we λtft e

^πβ = eW^ΰtψβ . (3.48)

Let y € Z,,M e F(y). Then by (3.46) we have:

β^πx^x(u) . (3.49)

On the other hand, we have:

π«^(«) - e<w-β-*>*ψa+β-yπΛιk-β-Λψβ(u) = *<^-α>w>α+/,_yπα^_α(ιO . (3.50)

The result follows. D

Lemma 3.10. For any α € L0 w^ /zαi e

πα(7(ι/,z)t;) = 7(w,z)πα(t;) /or any u,v e U . (3.51)

Proof. Without losing generality we assume that w G F(^,ι> G F(y), where β,γ G I.
Then by Definition 3.3, (3.14) and Lemma 3.9 we obtain

πx(Y(u,z)v) = πaψ-β-yE-(β

- a,z)(u),z)Δ(β, -z)φγ^πx(v)

= φat^β.yE~(β,z)Y(^βA(γ - cι,z)(u),z)A(β,-z)\l/γ-aπa(v)

= Y(u,z)πa(v) . (3.52)

This proves the lemma. D
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Lemma 3.11. For any u G U9v e F(7),α G LQ,J G L, we have

Y(πΛ(u)9z)v = e-^nin«Y(u,z)v . (3.53)

Proof. By linearity we may assume that u G V^ for some β e L. Using skew-
symmetry, (3.15), Definition 3.3 and Lemma 3.9 we obtain

Y(πΛ(u),z)υ

= ψΛ_β_yE-(β - θL9z)Y(ψβ-ΛA(y9z)πΛ(u)9z)A(β - α, -z)^(ϋ)

- α, -z)^(t ), -z)^_α J(y,z)πα(ιO

9 -z)^(ι )

tψt-β-yE-tf - a,z)ezL(-l^e-zL^π«

Y(ψβA(γ9z)(u)9z)A(β9-z)ιh(υ)

)^πaY(^βA(y9z)(u

, -z)^(ι )

)ι;. D (3.54)

Remark 3.12. Let / be the sum of all subspaces (πα — 1)C7 of t/ for α G Z»o Define
C7 to be the quotient space £///. Then the multiplicity of the σ β -twisted F-module

V^ in U is exactly one for β G L. It follows from Lemma 3.10 that / is a left ideal
of the generalized vertex algebra U. But from Lemma 3.11, / is not necessarily
a right ideal, i.e., for u G I9v G U,Y(u,z)v may not be in I{z} unless (α,j8) G 22
for any α G £o>β G L (Lemma 3.11). In general, U is a (/-module, but it is not a
quotient generalized vertex algebra of U.

Before we modify the definition of vertex operator Y( ,z) (3.23) to get an
abelian intertwining algebra we consider a special case. Let L\ be an integral sub-
lattice of L such that LQ C L\ C L and

(λ,β) G Z, (α, j8) G 2Z for any A G P,α G L0,β G LI . (3.55)

Set C/i=0 j 8€£1^ ) and U\ = Uλ/L Then it follows from Theorem 3.5,

Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 that U\ is a generalized vertex algebra. By Lemma 3.8,
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for any α/ e L\, λj e P foτj= 1,2 we have:

>7((αι,Aι),(α2,l2)) = -(α,,α2) - {α,,A2> - {α2,Λ,} e Z/2Z, (3.56)

C((αι,λ,),(α2,λ2)) - (-l)^2W«2,/ι> . (3.57)

Then

'z2 - zi

(3.58)

Therefore for any u G V^λ^\v G K^Ήw G F(α3>λ3)?(α7 ,α7 ) G LI x P, the gener-
alized Jacobi identity (3.26) becomes the following super Jacobi identity:

(3.59)

Then we have:

Corollary 3.13. Let L\ be an integral sublattice ofL satisfying (3.55). Then U\ is a
vertex superalgebra with I as an ideal so that U\ is a quotient vertex superalgebra.

Continuing with Corollary 3.13, let M be an irreducible F-module such that
α(0) has rational eigenvalues on M for any α e Z / i . Let y be an //-weight of
M. Then P(M) =y+P. Set Wλ = 0αeLl M^\ For any (αi, A I ) G LI x P,(α3, A3)

eli xP(Af) = Lι x ( y + P), since (αι,α3), (α3,λι) G Z and (αι,λ) G Z for any
A G P, we have:

= -(«ι,a3) - (aι,A3) - (a3,λι)

= ~< a ι ,y)e^Z/Z. (3.60)

Then we have the following twisted Jacobi identity:

(3.61)
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Therefore, for any u G F^Ή^ G F(α2^)?w G M^ΉO*!,λι),(α2, A2) G LI x P,
(^3^3) G LI x P(M\ we have the following super Jacobi identity:

>z-^[ί£_^l]7(y,Z2)nw,z,)w

f7 7 \ /7 4-7 \ f
-1 5 / zl ~~ Z0 \ I Z2 ~τ ZQ \ Λrίvί \ \ /o ro\= z2

ίδ[ - - Y(Y(u9zQ)v,z2)w . (3.62)
V z2 ) V z\ J

It is clear that σy — e~
2πιy^ is an automorphism of U\. Then W\ is a σy-twisted

[/i -module with I(W\) as a submodule, where l(W\) is defined as the subspace
linearly spanned by (πα — \)W\ for α G LQ. Summarizing the previous arguments
we have:

Corollary 3.14. Let L\ be an integral sublattice of L satisfying (3.55). Let M
be an irreducible V -module such that α(0) has rational eigenvalues on M for
any α G LI. Then W\ = 0 βeLlM

(β^ with M(0) = M, defined as in Theorem 3.6,

is a σy-twisted U\-module with a submodule I(W\), so that W\ — W\/I(W\) is a
quotient σy-twisted U\-module.

Corollary 3.15. Under the conditions of Corollary 3.14, assume that there is a
τ-twisted U\-module E containing M as a V -submodule for some finite-order au-
tomorphism τ of U\. Then τ = σy.

Proof. Since U\ is simple and F(α) is a simple current for any α G Lι,(M(α), 7^

( ,z)) is a tensor product of F(α) with M. Let EΆ be the subspace of E linearly
spanned by unM for u G V^\n G Q. Similarly, (E*, YE( ,z)) is also a tensor prod-
uct of F(α) with M. Therefore, there is a cα G C* such that 7^(w,z)w = cα7^(w,z)w

for any u G K(α), w G M. By definition of a twisted module, τ and σy have the same
order. Then τ|F(α) = σy |F(α) for any α G Z/i. Thus τ = σ7. D

As mentioned in Remark 3.12, in general U = U/I is not a generalized vertex
algebra. Next we shall modify Definition (3.23) and prove that U — U/I is an
abelian intertwining algebra.

For any α,β G LQ, we have a F-isomorphism παπ^π~^ from F onto F. Since
F is a simple vertex operator algebra, by Schur's lemma there is a nonzero complex
number Ao(oc,β) such that

πα+/? =A0((x9β)π(Xπβ, (3.63)

where both sides are considered as F-isomorphisms F(α+^ onto F. For any y G L
and for any u G F(y), we have:

= Ao(<*,β)πΛπβ(u). (3.64)
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Then (3.63) holds when both sides are considered as operators on U. It is easy to
see that the following 2-cocycle condition hold:

α2 Jα3) (3.65)

for any αz G L0,i = 1,2,3.
Next we define

C0(α, β) = Λ0(α, j»Mo(ft α)"1 for α, β G L0 . (3.66)

Then Co( , •) satisfies the properties (3.22) and

α = Cb(α,/?)παπ0 for α, /? G L0 (3.67)

Since ZQ is a sublattice of L, there is a basis {ft,j82,...,/?w} for L and a basis
{αι,α2,...,αw} for L0 such that each α/ is an integral multiple of ft. It is easy to
find a Zζ-bilinear function A\( , •) on L with values in C* satisfying the following
condition:

^0(α/,αy) =^ι(α/,α/)
2 for any 1 ^ z,y ^ n . (3.68)

Fixing such an ^ι( , •), we define C/( , •) on I x L as follows:

Cι(α,j8)=^1(α,/?>41(/f,αΓ1 for any α,/J e I . (3.69)

Then Q( , •) satisfies the following conditions:

Cι(β,β) = l,Cι(βι9β2)Cι(β29βι)= l,Cι(βι H- feft) - Cι(/?
(3.70)

for any ft ft, 02, ft €l.
Next, for any α € LQ, we define a linear automorphism πα on t/ as follows:

πα(w) - Cι(ftα)πα(ιO for any i/ e F(/?) C C7 . (3.71)

Then for any αι,α2 ^ L^β G Z, we have:

= Cι(j8 - α2,α1)Cι(jS,α2)Co(α2,α1)πα2παι(w)

= Cι(j8-α2,αι)Cι(ftα2)Co(α2,αι)Cι(α2,j8-αι)Cι(αι,j8)π f l t 2πβ l(ι/)

= π α 2 π α ι (w) (3.72)

for any w G F(/?). Thus

π α ι τrα 2 = πα 2πα ι for any α1 ?α2 G L0 . (3.73)

Remark 3.16. If L = Za is of rank one, then LQ = kL for some positive integer k.
We can fix π^α first, then we define π^α = π£α for any « G TL. Then CQ( , •) = 1.
So we can take Cι( , •) = l

Lemma 3.17. For any α G LQ, β G Z, w

K^. (3.74)
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Proof. Let y € L,u e Vw. Then by Definition (3.71) of πα we have:

ψβπ,(u) = Cι(y,α)^jπβ(ιι) = C,(y,α)e<α'«π!πC(ιA/i(M)

= Cι(y,α)Cι(α,y - β)e^^πίπaψβ(u)

= e^^πiC,(β,a)πaφβ(u). D (3.75)

Lemma 3.18. For any a. e LQ we have

πx(Y(u,z)v) = Cι(β,oί)Y(u,z)πx(v) for any u 6 V(β} C U . (3.76)

Proof. Let u e F(/!),u e F()>) with β,y &L. Then by Definition (3.71) we have:

πβ(y(κ,z)t;) = Cι(β + y, a)πa(Y(u,z)v) = C,(β + γ, a)Y(u,z)πsυ

= d(β + γ, α)C,(7, αΓ1 Y(u,z)πxv = d(β, α)7(«,z)πβ(») . (3.77)

This proves the assertion. D

Lemma 3.19. For any u e V(β\ v G V(y\ α e LQ, y G I, we Aαί e

7(πα(M),z)ϋ = e-<α'7)π/C(α,y)πα7(w,z)ί; . (3.78)

Proof. We may assume that w e F^^ for some β e L. Then by definition we have:

Y(πΛ(u),z)υ = Cι(β9a)Y(πΛ(u)9z)υ - e-

= e-<^>ra Cι(α,y)παy(ι/,z)t;. (3.79)

Then the proof is complete. D

Remark 3.20. Let αι,...,απ be a basis of Z,Q. Then we can define a Z-linear map
π; from Z/o to Aut (£/) as follows:

< = «*«',< -"tt (3 8°)
for any α = A:ιαι + A:2α2 H ----- h A:Mα« G Z0. Since all πα. 's commute each other, π'
is well-defined. It is easy to see that

π;

α+j5 = n^π'β = n'βπ^ for any α, )8 G L0 . (3.81)

It is also easy to see that Lemmas 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19 still hold. By slightly abusing
the notion, from now on we will use π' for π.

Let A = L x P/D, where D = {(α, — α)|α G L0} is a subgroup of A = L x P.
Let {/lz |/ G^4} be a (complete) set of representatives in A. Then we define V =
0ίei F^}. For any w G K(Aί),t; e F(^>, we define f(M,z)t? G F(^}{z} as follows:

z)v . (3.82)
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Because L(-l) commutes with πα for α G LQ and L(-\)V(^ C F(^ for β G L, the
L(— 1 )-derivative property (Proposition 3.4) still holds.

We define a function h(i,j,k) from ^4 x A x ^4 to C* as follows:

h(i,j,k) = e-M+W+jMtCifa + A/ - A/+7 , A*)2 for ij,k G Λ . (3.83)

Next we shall prove that h(i,j,k) is a 3-cocycle. Observe that h(iJ9k) is symmetric
in the first two variables with the third variable being fixed. Following [DL], we
prove that h(i,j,k) is a 3-cocycle by proving that with the third variable k being
fixed, h(i9j9k) is a 2-cocycle, i.e.,

h(ij,k)h(ij + r9kΓlh(i+j,r9k)h(j9r,kΓl = 1 for i,j,r G ̂  . (3.84)

For Ϊ 9 j 9 r 9 k G ̂ 4 we have:

g— (λi +λ/— λI +y ,λjt)πi^(Λ l +A/ +r— λ/+ι/ +r,λ^)πϊ _ e(λi+j+λr—λi+j+r,λk)πie(λj+λr-λj+r,λk)πi /^ g^\

and

Ay — A|+y, A^)Co(A/ + Ay+r — A/+y_)_r, Ajt)~

= Co(A, +y + Ar — A/+y+r, Ajt)Co(Ay + λr — λj+r, A t) . (3.86)

Combining (3.85) with (3.86) we obtain (3.84). Then from Proposition 12.13 of
[DL], h(i9j9k) is a 3-cocycle. Next we define

C((Aι,Aι),(A2,A2)) = C((A1,Aι),(A2,A2))C1(A1,A2) (3.87)

for any (A/ x P) G L x P (recall the definition of C( , •) from (3.20)). Then C
satisfies (3.22).

Theorem 3.21. For any u G V(λί hι\ v G V(λJ'h2\ w G V^'h^\ the following gen-
eralized Jacobi identity holds:

* w j * ^ -ι/,Ai),(Ay,A 2))z 0

h(i,j,k)Ϋ(Ϋ(u,Zo)v,z2)W .

(3.88)

Therefore (U,l,ω,Ϋ,T,A,η,C) is an abelian intertwining algebra.
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Proof. Since Y(υ,z)w G v(λi+λJ'h2+h^{z}9 using (3.82) and Lemma 3.18 we obtain

Ϋ(u,Zl)Ϋ(υ,z2)w

, λj )πλi+λj+k-λι+J+k Y(u, zl )nλj+λk^λj+k Y(v9 z2 )w

9λj)Cι(λj + 4 - λj+k,λi)πλi+λj+k

= Cι(λk,λj)Cι(λj + λk,λi)πλι+λj+λk,λ.+j+kY(u,zl}Y(υ,z2}w . (3.89)

Symmetrically, we have:

ί(ι>,z2)f(ιι,zι)w

= CiίλiΛOCiOί + λk, λj)πλi+λj+λk-λi+j+k Y(v,z2)Y(u,zλ )w . (3.90)

On the other hand, using (3.82) and Lemma 3.19 we get:

Ϋ(Ϋ(U,Z0)V,Z2)W

= Cι(λk, λj+k )πλi+J+λlι-λi+J+/ι Y( Ϋ(u, z0 )v, z2 )w

= C\ (λk, λj+k )Cι (λj, λi)πλi+j+λk -λ!+J+t Ytn λi+λj-λ^j Y(u, z0)v, z2 )w

j-λi+j Y(Y(u,z0)v,z2)w

z0)υ,z2)w. (3.91)

Multiplying the generalized Jacobi identity (3.26) by Cι(λt,λ/)Cι(A/ + λt,A, ),
applying πλi+λj+λk-),ί+j+k, then using (3.89)-(3.91) we obtain

vτ/ v ^x x
Y(u9Zι)Y(Ό9Z2)w

- _ z

Z0

(3.92)

This gives the generalized Jacobi identity (3.88). The proof is complete. D
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4. Rationality for Certain Extensions of Vertex Operator Algebras

In this section we study the rationality of certain extensions of rational vertex op-
erator algebras. Such an extension V — φgeG V9 graded by a finite abelian group
G can be characterized by the properties listed below. We first obtain the complete
reducibility of a G-graded module M = @g<EGM

9 with M° being an irreducible F°-
module. Then we study the complete reducibility of a canonical class of F-modules.
We apply our results to some special cases.

From the last section (Corollaries 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15) under certain conditions
we obtain vertex operator ( super )algebras satisfy the following conditions:

(1) V — 00eG V9> where G is a finite abelian group.

(2) F° is a simple rational vertex operator subalgebra and each V9 is a simple
current F° -module.

(3) anV
h C V9+h

 for any a e γg^n e ̂ g^h G G

(4) For any subgroup H of G, F(//) —\ @h£H V^ is a simple vertex (operator)
algebra and V(g+H} =: ®heff V(h+9} for any g <E G is a simple current F(//)-module.

(5) Let M° be any irreducible F° -module which is a F°-submodule of some
F-module W '. Then there is a F-module M — @g^GM

9 satisfying the condition:

anM
h C M9+h for any a E V9, « G £,#,/* G G.

Proposition 4.1. Let M = φg(ΞGM
9 be a V -module satisfying the following

conditions: (a) M° is an irreducible V^ -module. (b) anM
h C M9+h for any a E V9,

n G Z, g, h G G. Then M is a direct sum of irreducible V -modules.

First we prove the following two special cases:

Lemma 4.2. Let M = @geGM
9 be a V -module satisfying the conditions (a) and

(b) of Proposition 4.1. Suppose M9 and Mh are not ίsomorphic VQ -modules for
Then M is an irreducible V -module.

Proof. Let M\ be any nonzero F-submodule of M. We must show that M = M\ .
Since each M9 generates M by the action of F, it suffices to prove that M\ contains
some M9. Because M is a direct sum of irreducible F° -modules, MI is also a direct
sum of irreducible F° -modules. For any g G G, let Pg be the projection of M onto
M9. Then Pg is a F°-homomorphism. Let W be any irreducible F°-submodule
of MI . Then the restriction of Pg to W is either zero or a F° -isomorphism onto
M9. Since M9 and Mh are not F°-isomorphic for gή=h, there is g G G such that
P0(FΓ) = M9 and PΛ(^) = 0 for h*g. Therefore W = M9 for some g G G. Thus
MI contains some M0, as required. D

Lemma 4.3. Let M = @g<~GM
9 be a V -module satisfying conditions (a) and (b)

of Proposition 4.1. Suppose that G is a cyclic group and that all M9 (g e G)
are isomorphic irreducible V® -modules. Then M is a direct sum of\G\ irreducible
V '-modules, each of which is ίsomorphic to M° as a VQ -module.

Proof. For any g G G, let fg be a fixed F° -isomorphism from M° onto M9. If
g = 0, we choose /0 = IdMo. We shall extend fg to be a F-automorphism of M.
Let heG. Then (MΛ,7( ,z)) is a tensor product for (KA,Af°) by Corollary 2.9.

M^^Since 7( ,Z)/^ is an intertwining operator of type (Vh Mo\ there is a (unique)
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F°-homomorphism fg^ from Mh to Mg+h satisfying

Y(a,z)fg(u) = fg,hY(a,z}u for any a G V\ u G M° (4.1)

(see Definition 2.3 for the tensor product of modules). If h = 0, we have fg$ = fg.
Then we extend fg to be a linear endomorphism of M by defining:

fg(u) = fβth(u) for any heG,ueMh CM . (4.2)

Thus
Y(α,z)fg(u) = /07(α,z)tt for any α G F,w G M° . (4.3)

Let α, Z> G F, # G G, w G M° and let A: be a positive integer such that the following
associativities hold:

(zo + z2)*7(fl,zo + z2)7(6,z2)W - (z0 + z2/7(7(β,z0)Az2> , (4.4)

(zo +z2)*7(α,zo +z2)7(M2)Λ« - (z0 +z2)*7(7(α,z0)Az2)/> . (4.5)

Then by (4.3)-(4.5) we have:

= (z0 + z 2 F ( α ,

= (zo +z2)*y(fl,zo +z2)/g(7(6,z2)«) . (4.6)

Multiplying by (z0 +z2)~k we obtain

fgY(α,zo+z2)Y(b,Z2)u = Y(α,z0+z2)fg(Y(b,z2)u) . (4.7)

Thus
2)11) . (4.8)

Since F M° = M, we get

f g Y ( α , z λ ) v = Y(α,zλ}fgv for any α G K, t; G M . (4.9)

That is, fg is a F-endomorphism of M.
For any 0,λ E G, both /^+^ and /^/A are F°-homomorphisms from M° to MP+h.

Since M° is an irreducible F° -module, fg+h is a constant multiple of fgfh That is,
there is A(g,h) G <C* such that fg+h =A(g,h)fgfh from M° to M^+A. Since each
fg is a K-endomorphism of M and M° generates M by V,fg+h = A ( g 9 h ) f g f h holds
on M. It is clear that A(g,h) is a 2-cocycle.

Since G is cyclic, let G = {#) with 0(0) = k. Since /^ is a K° -endomorphism

of M° and M° is an irreducible F° -module, there is a complex number α such that
f g ( u ) = ocu for any w G M°. Then we modify /^ by multiplying a &th root of α,

we have: fg(u) — w for any w G M°. Since /^ commutes with all vertex operators

7(α,z) for α G F and M° generates M by F, we have /* = Id^. Using /g we obtain
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a representation of G on M. For any nonzero u e M(0), Cw 0 <Cfgu Θ Θ <Cfg~lu

is isomorphic to the regular representation of G. For any character χ G G, let M(χ)
be the χ-homogeneous subspace of M. Then M = 0χe(jM(χ) and M(χ)Φθ for

any * € G. Since G commutes with all vertex operators Y(a,z) for α e F, each
M(χ) is a F-module. Since M(χ)φO for any χ G G and M is a direct sum of |G|
irreducible F° -modules, then each M(χ) must be an irreducible F-module, so that
it is also an irreducible F° -module. D

Proof of Proposition 4.1. We are going to prove Proposition 4.1 by using induction
on |G|. If |G| = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that Proposition 4.1 is true
for any finite abelian group with less than n elements. Suppose that |G| = n with
n > 1. Let H be a subgroup of G of prime order. Set F(//) = 0^ F(/z) and V(s+H}

— ®h£H F(όί+/z) for g e G. Then F(//) is a simple vertex operator algebra and each
γ(g+H} is a simple current for γ(H)f similarly set M^ = 0A€^M<Λ>. Let HQ

be the subset of H consisting of h such that M(/l) is isomoφhic to M(0). Then
it is clear that HQ is a subgroup of H. Consequently, either HQ = H or HQ = 0.
By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, M(//) is a direct sum of irreducible F(//)-modules. Let
M (//) = 0Ί Θ - Θ Wm, where JF7 are irreducible F(//)-modules. Let M 7' be the V-
module generated by Wj. Denote the span of {αnw|β G V9, n e Z, w e JF7} by

for g G G. Then from the proof of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3,

}= 0 VkWj

and M = ΣJ=IMJ'- τhe V(H\G/H,Mj satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 4.1.
By the inductive assumption, each Mj is a direct sum of irreducible K-modules,
hence so too is M. D

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that F° is rational and that for any irreducible VQ -module
W°, if there is a V -module W such that W° is a VQ-submodule of W, then W° can
be lifted to be a V -module M = ®g^GM

9 with M° = fΓ°. Then V is rational

Proof. Let W be any F-module. Then W is a completely reducible F° -module.
Thus it suffices to prove that any irreducible F°-submodule WQ of W generates
a completely reducible F-submodule of W. By assumption, there is a F-module
M = @geGM

9 such that

M° - W°, anM
h C Mg+h for any a <E Vg, n e Z9g9h e G . (4.10)

From Proposition 4.1, M is a completely reducible F-module. So it sufficient to
prove that the F-submodule (WQ) of W generated by W® is a F-homomorphism
image of M. It is easy to see that (M, Y( ,z)) is a tensor product of F° -modules
V with M° = W°. Therefore there is a F°-homomorphism / from M to W such
that

Yw(a,z)u = fYM(a,z)u for any a G F, M G M° - W° . (4.11)

Using the same argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.3 we obtain:

Yw(a,z)f(u) = fYAf(a,z)u for any a G F, w G M . (4.12)

Then / is a F-homomorphism from M to W. Then (JF0) is a completely reducible
F-module. Therefore M is a completely reducible F-module. D
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose that VQ is rational and that for any g e G, there is
an hg e V\ satisfying condition (2.18) and such that V9 is VQ-ίsomorphic to
(VQJ(Δ(hg,z) ,z)). Then V is rational.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.4 and Corollaries 3.14-15 immediately. D

5. Applications to Affine Lie Algebras

This section is devoted to the study of affine Kac-Moody algebras and their rep-
resentations. It is well known that L(IAQ) is a vertex operator algebra (see the
definition below) and any weak module which is truncated below is a direct sum
of standard modules of level / (cf. [DL and FZ]). In this section we improve this
result by showing that under a mild assumption, any weak module is a direct sum
of standard modules of level /. Then we discuss the simple currents for vertex op-
erator algebras L(lΛo) and various extensions of L(IΛQ) as applications of results
obtained in previous sections.

Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra with a fixed Cartan subal-
gebra H and let {e/,/i,a^|/' = !,...,«} be the Chevalley generators. Let ( , )
be the normalized Killing form on g such that the square norm of the longest
root is 2. Let Q = Έ&\ Θ θ 2£αw, where αi, . . . , αw are all simple roots. Notice
that α^,...,α^ form a basis for H. Let Λ/ e H such that α/(A7 ) = δfj for ij =
!,...,«. Let θ = X^JLi ai&i be the highest positive root. Let λι(i = !,...,#) be the
fundamental weights for g (cf. [H]). We shall denote the fundamental weights of
its dual algebra by λ f . A dominant integral weight λ is called a minimal weight
(cf. [H]) if there is no dominant integral weight y satisfying λ — y G Q+. Weight
λf is called cominimal if λ^ is a minimal weight (see [FG]). Then λi is minimal if
and only if α/ = 1, and all minimal dominant integral weights are given as follows
(cf. [H]):

Bn

On

λ\9...9λn

λn

J— 1?

λ7. (5.1)

Let g be the affine Lie algebra [K] with Chevalley generators {ei9fi9o^\i
= 0,...,«}. Then each λi for 1 ^ / ^ n is naturally extended to a fundamental
weight Λi for g. Let ΛQ be the fundamental weight for g defined by Λoία/0 = <5/,o
for 0 ^ / ^ n (cf. [K]). Then ^ is of level one if and only if aY = 1 (see [K]
for the definition of ά^). Let λ G H* and let £ be any complex number. Then we
denote by L(β, λ) the highest weight g-module of level f with lowest weight λ. It
is well known (cf. [DL, FZ, Lil]) that £(/,0) is a vertex operator algebra. One can
identify g as a subspace of L(/,0) through the linear map φ: u ι—>• u-\\. Using this
formulation, it was proved in [Li4] that if λi is cominimal, then for any /,Z,(*M/)
(or L(f,λi)) is an irreducible (weak) L(β,0)-module and it is a simple current. The
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following proposition is proved in [Li4]. Since the information obtained is useful
(see Remarks 5.2 and 5.3), we repeat the short proof here.

Proposition 5.1. Suppose that λj is comίnimal Let f be any complex number
which is not equal to —Ω, where Ω is the dual Coxeter number ofg. Then L(fA{)
is isomorphίc to (L(/,0), Y(A(hj,z) ,z)) as a g-module. Consequently, L(£Ai) is
a simple current.

Proof. Note that Θ(hi) = at — 1. By definition we have:

A(hi,z)aJ = α/ + ίδijZ-\ A^zyn = zeh Δ(ht,z)f, = z~l ft , (5.2)

Δ(hi,z)ej = ejf Δ(hf,z)fj = fi, A(hi,z)fθ=z-lfe f o r y Φ i . (5.3)

In other words, the corresponding automorphism ψ of C/(g) or U(L(f, 0)) satisfies
the following conditions:

) = fi(n - 1) (5.4)

r y Φ / > E Z , (5.5)

and
Ψ(fθ(n)) = fθ(n-l) forntZ. (5.6)

Then the vacuum vector 1 in (L(*f,0), Y(A(hi9z) ,z)) is a highest weight vector
of weight tAi. Thus ( V 9 Y ( A ( h i 9 z ) ,z)) is isomorphic to L(tAϊ) as a g-module.
By Proposition 2.12, L(£Aι) is a simple current. D

Remark 5.2. It has been shown [FG] by calculating the four point functions that if λt

is a cominimal weight and f is a positive integer, then L(fAi) is a simple current.
Moreover if g is of type E%9 L(ΛΊ) is a simple current of level 2 which is not
isomorphic to L(2,0). It has also been proved [F] that these are all simple currents.
In string theory, simple currents are useful for constructing modular invariants.

Remark 5.3. From the proof of Proposition 5.1 we see that the vacuum 1 becomes
a lowest weight vector of L(fAi). The lowest weight of L(fAϊ) is | (hi, hi) because

1(0) acts on L(tAfi (= L(SΛQ)) as L(0) + λ/(0) + { (A/Λ). In general, if A G //
satisfies α/(/z) G Z for / = !,...,«, it follows from the proof of Proposition 5.1 that
the vacuum vector is a lowest weight vector for g if and only if either h = 0 or h
corresponds to a cominimal weight. Then for some h G H9 (L(£9 0), Y(Δ(h,z) ,z))
might not be a highest weight g-module.

Next we shall prove that if f is a positive integer, then for any h E // satisfy-
ing α, (A) e Z for ί = l , . . . , / ι and for any L(/,0)-module (M,7M( ,z)), (M,YM(A
(h9z) ,z)) is an ordinary Z(/,0)-module. ,Fr6>m now on, we assume that g is a
fixed finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra and t is a fixed positive integer.

The following lemma easily follows from Proposition 13.16 in [DL] (see [Lil
or MP] for a proof).

Lemma 5.4. Let M be any weak L(ιf,Q)-module and let e G gα, where α is any
root ofg. Then YM(e9z)M — 0 if OL is a long root and YM(e,z)3/+l = 0 for any α.

Lemma 5.5. Let M be any nonzero weak L(/,Q)-module on which t(C[t] ®H acts
locally nilpotently. Then M contains a standard ^-module of level {.
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Proof. Set g+ = t£[t] 0 g. We define M° = {u G M \ g+u = 0}. Since [g, g+] C g+,

gM° C Af°. Let Oφe G gθ. Applying YM(e,zY+l to M° and extracting the coeffi-
cient of z"'"1, we obtain e(0/+1M° = 0. By Proposition 5.1.2 in [Lil] (see also
[KW]), M° is a direct sum of finite-dimensional irreducible g-modules. If M°ΦO,
let u be a highest weight vector for g in M°. Then w is a highest weight vector for
g. Extracting the constant from YM(e,zY+lu — 0 we obtain e(—\Y+lu — 0. Then u
generates a standard g-module. So it suffices to prove that M° is nonzero. For any
u e M, it follows from the definition of a weak L(/,0)-module that g+u is finite-
dimensional. Let u be a nonzero vector of M such that g+u has minimal dimension.
If the minimal dimension is zero, then we are done. Suppose the minimal dimension
is not zero. Let k be an integer such that g(n}u — 0 for n > k and that there is
a nonzero a E g such that a(k)u + Q. Without loss of generality we may assume
that a E gα for some root α or a E //. By assumption, A; > 0. If α G gα for some
root α, then 7MO,^)3/+1w = 0 implies that a(k)3Mu = 0. If a e //, by assump-
tion fl(&) locally nilpotently acts on u. Therefore, there is a nonnegative integer r
such that α(*)rMφO and a(k)r+lu = 0. Let t; = 0(&)rw. If fe(«)w = 0 for some b E
g,« > 1, then fe(w)t; = 0. Then dimg+ι; ^ dimg+w — 1, contradiction. The proof is
complete. D

Proposition 5.6. Let M be a weak L(β Λ§)-module on which t<C[t] ®H acts locally
nilpotently. Then M is a direct sum of standard g-modules of level /.

Proof. Let M\ be a direct sum of standard submodules of M. We have to prove that
M — M\. Otherwise, the quotient module M — M/M\ is not zero. By Lemma 5.5,
there is a standard submodule of M, say W/M\9 where W is a submodule of M
containing M\. It follows from Theorem 10.7 in [K] that W is a direct sum of
standard modules, so that W — M\ , contradiction. D

Corollary 5.7. Let h G H such that a(h) G TL for any root a of g and let
(Af,7M( ,z)) be any L(S,Q)-module. Then (M, Y(A(h,z) ,z)) is also an L(Y,0)-
module.

Proof. Since any L(/,0)-module M is a direct sum of finitely many standard
g-modules and a direct sum of finitely many L(έ, 0)-modules is a module, it
suffices to prove the corollary for an irreducible module M. Since A(h,z) is
invertible, it is clear that (M, Y(A(h,z) ,z)) is still irreducible as a g-module.
It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.15 that (M, Y(A(h,z) ,z)) is still a
direct sum of highest weight modules for the Heisenberg Lie algebra H. By
Proposition 5.6, (M, Y(A(h,z) ,z)) is a direct sum of standard g-modules of
level /. Consequently, M is a standard g-module of level Λ The proof is
complete. D

Remark 5.8. If we just consider the action of the affine Lie algebra g, it is easy
to see that the transition from L(β, 0) to L(f>λϊ) is due to a Dynkin diagram auto-
morphism of g. The automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram of the affine Lie
algebra is commonly called .the outer automorphism group. To a certain extent we
have realized them explicitly as "inner automorphisms" in terms of exponentials of
certain elements of g.

Remark 5.9. It is very special for E% that there is a simple current other than the
vacuum representation when { — 2, but there is no outer automorphism. Let h G H
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be the element uniquely determined by α/(A) = <5, ,7 for 1 ^ / ^ 7. By Corollary 5.7,
(X(2, 0), Y(A(h,z) ,z)) is still a standard module and it is a simple current. It is
interesting to ask what this module is. If this module is L(2,λj), then all simple
currents can be constructed in terms of z!(A,z).

Let L be the Z-span of all cominimal weights of g. Then it follows from
Theorem 3.21 that for any positive integral level /, the direct sum of all simple
currents of Z,(/,0) is an abelian intertwining algebra.

Theorem 5.10. Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, but not of type
ES with a fixed Car tan subalgebra H and let t be any positive integer. Then
the direct sum of all (simple currents) L(β ̂ -modules L(/, λι) for all cominimal
weights Λ,, is an abelian intertwining algebra.

Example 5.11. Let g be the type An. From [H] we have:

λi = - -((Λ-I + l)«ι + 2(«-/+l)α 2 + ••• + (/- l ) ( / i - / + l ) a / _ i )

+ ^ΓγO'O - i + l)«i + i(* ~ Oof+i + + /ok) . (5.7)

Then

hi = -~((n ~ * + 1 K + 2(n - ί + l)o# + + (ί - IX/i - ί + iχv_ι)

By a simple calculation we get (A, , A, ) = '^j"^ for 1 ̂  ι ^ n. let Z = Zi =
Notice that (from (3.7))

(A,A7)1 = h(l)h' - A(1)A;(-1)1 - ̂ (A,A7) (5.8)

for A, A' €//. Then (A/,A/) = 4
f
1
1"°. By definition, P is the root lattice with

the bilinear form /( , ). If / G 2(n + 1)Z+, LI satisfies condition (3.56). Sup-
pose that LQ = kL\ for some positive integer k. By Corollaries 3.13 and 2.9,
£(/,0)Θ ΘfΓo^ί^λi)131' is a vertex operator algebra if ( G 2(/ι + 1)Z+. In fact,
LQ = (n + l)Lι. By Theorem 4.5, it is rational. For other types, there are similar
arguments, so we just briefly state the result.

Example 5.12. If g is of type, Bn, then (cf. [H])

w . (5.9)

Thus hn = \(u{ H- 2α^ H ----- h notf). Let L = LI = TLhn. Since L(S,λn) is isomor-
phic to its contragredient module, we have a nonzero intertwining operator of

type ( L(<f'0) }. Then 2hn G LQ. Thus LQ = 2L\. Since (A Π ,A Λ ) = 1, we have
V L((, λn )L((, AΠ) I

(λn, λn) = (. Then by Corollary 3.13 and Theorem 4.5, L(/, 0) Θ L(ί, λn) is a rational
vertex operator algebra for f is even and //(/, 0) 0Z(/, λn) is a rational vertex oper-
ator superalgebra i f / is odd. If f — 1, the lowest weight of L(l,λn) is ^. It follows
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from the super Jacobi identity that L(l,λn)\_ generates a Clifford algebra. This result

explains why one can realize Bn [LP] in terms of the representations of a Clifford
algebra.

Example 5.13. If g is of type CΛ, then

(5.10)

Thus hi = rf H ----- h α^_! + ±a%. Since (h\9h\) = 1, we have: (h\,h\) = f . Thus
L(£9Q)®L(£9λn) if { is even is a rational vertex operator algebra and Z(/,0)Θ
L(f9λn) is a rational vertex operator superalgebra if f is odd.

Example 5.14. If g is of type Dn, then

λi = αH ----- h α«-2 + -(α«-ι + αΛ) ,

1 / O

A Λ _ι = - ( αi + 2α2 + + (n - 2)αn_2 + ̂ an-\ + ̂ —
Z 2 2

(5.11)

Then

f . r\ v i i / ^ \ V i V i V I /r 1 ̂  \+ 2o# + + (« - 2)α;_2 + —τ-oς_ι + ̂ < . (5.12)
Z Z y

By a simple calculation we obtain:

( A ι , A ι ) - I, (A Λ _ι ,A π _ι) = (A Λ ,A Π ) = - . (5.13)

Then

Let Z, = LI = TLhγ Θ 2AW_! 0 ZAW. It is not difficult to see that LQ = 2L\. Thus
) 0L(?f,/li)0Z(^,Aw_i)0L(/,Aw) is an abelian intertwining algebra with

x ^2 as its grading group. (This has been proved in [DL].) Furthermore,
)®L(£9λι) is a rational vertex operator superalgebra. Another special case

is when n< is divisible by 8 [DM]: L(^,0)Θ/,(ΛAΛ_ι) and L(S,Q)®L(S9λn) are
(holomorphic) vertex operator algebras.
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